
Dolphin RFID has introduced a revolutionary RFID based system for tracking and tracing tour members who are 
on group tours. As most of the time group members are not conversant with local language/culture it becomes 
a task to shepherd them and run an e�cient tour. The mobile RFID solution by Dolphin gives an option where 
the baggage of all tour members can also be tracked and traced.
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What  is RFID technology ?
Radio Frequency identification is an emerging technology which helps automate the existing 
manual/semi-automated processes. Dolphin RFID is a company which is fully dedicated to 
providing end-to-end RFID solutions and helping maintain them through the lifecycle. Dolphin 
RFID systems help integrate varied RFID readers from technology leaders and also integrates 
with the existing applications (including ERPs) thus making it simple for the end users to 
assimilate the technology.

Fully Automated RFID Solutions for Mobile Tour 
Management System 
A patented revolutionary Active RFID based Tour Management System from 
Dolphin helps keep track of multiple tours worldwide from a single server. 
The Tour Manager works on an Android phone. 

Key Features

Guest Auditing Solution
With the help of Active RFID PDA and guest tags, tour operator can in real 
time conduct Audit/count either on buses or at assembly locations. Dolphin 
Lite application keeps a complete record of every guest which can be 
accessed at any time.

Baggage Tracking and Verification Solutions
Dolphin Baggage Tracking solution can help tour operator keep   track of 
baggage carried on the tour. It also makes sorting and delivering baggage 
to the right rooms very easy. Baggage can very easily be audited before 
they are loaded on to buses.

People Search and Communication Solution
RFID makes searching faster. In case a guest goes missing from a group, 
operators will get that missing name from a primary audit list. Missing guests 
can be put on 'Search Mode' by which operators can locate him/her with the 
help of handheld device at substantial ranges.

Remote Central for New Groups                                                        
Tour Company can update the tours/tour members and location from a 
central sever thus being able to control the activities of the tour guides in 
real time. 

Dolphin Active PDA
With no time Tour Operators or his/her assistant can find out missing guests 
from the bus before they start their journey with the help of Dolphin Active 
PDA.


